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Abbreviations
In an attempt to minimise confusion about the numerous
organisations referred to in the articles, we abbreviate some of them
as follows:
ASTMS
CGT
CND
IG
IMG
NLF
NLR
NUPE
NUT
SDS
Soc Soc
USDAW
VSC
WLM

Association of Scientific and Technical Managerial Staff
Confédération Générale du Travail/
General Confederation of Labour
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament
International Group
International Marxist Group
National Liberation Front
New Left Review
National Union of Public Employees
National Union of Teachers
Sozialistischer Deutscher Studentenbund/
Socialist German Student Union
Socialist Society
Union of Shop Distributive and Allied Workers
Vietnam Solidarity Campaign
Women's Liberation Movement

Introduction
1968 was famously a year of revolt: The Tet Offensive rocked
Vietnam. Riots erupted across the US following the assassination of
Martin Luther King Junior. Workers and students joined forces in
France. Mass protests were held at the Democratic National
Convention in Chicago. Anti-war activists in London stormed
Grosvenor Square. Unarmed crowds resisted Soviet tanks on the
streets of Prague.
Reformers and radicals also took to the streets in Mexico, Berlin,
Warsaw, Rio de Janeiro, Derry and many other places, whilst all
over the world people experimented with new ideas of living and
organising.
The year has become widely mythologised. It embodies the hopes
and anguish of a decade that saw political and cultural upheaval
that reverberates to this day. The movements were flawed, and
many involved made (sometimes terrible) mistakes. Indeed, that the
revolts had to revolt against themselves was exemplified by the
women who had to fight patriarchy and misogyny within the
movements.
Despite their long-lasting legacies the revolts were defeated, but
continue to provide inspiration. “1968” has become a shorthand
illustrating that resistance is not futile, that the world has been
changed for the better and it can be done again.
Here in Nottingham there were no burning barricades on the
Market Square that summer. But struggles were fought locally, as
they had been by previous generations (Luddites, Chartists,
Suffragettes, Miners, etc.). Nottingham people organised against the
Vietnam War and the threat of nuclear devastation. Closer to home
late 1960s Britain was both thoroughly sexist and blatantly racist.
Local campaigners fought for women’s rights and equal pay,
resisting xenophobia and confronting the everyday discrimination
experienced by so many people.
Half a century later a few persons got together to think about
how we could commemorate the 1968 Revolts in a local context. A
few months later, on Sunday 3rd June, we welcomed people at
Broadway Cinema1 for a screening of Lindsay Anderson’s if….,
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This excellent cinema and cultural centre, also containing fine bars, can be found
in Hockley.
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followed by visitors browsing our exhibition of fantastic source
materials (pamphlets, newssheets, posters, correspondence, etc.),
documenting the 1968 Revolts in Paris, Berlin, Prague (etc.), and of
course events here in Nottingham. Those local events and their
wider context were covered in more detail during a panel session
and a lively – though to everyone’s surprise almost completely nonsectarian – discussion, with people sharing memories of some of the
struggles fought in Nottingham in 1968.2
We came away very happy from the event, which was an example
of how oral history and documental sources can complement each
other. It was an excellent day. People gathered, reminisced and
laughed together, discussing struggles fought in decades past and
those still needing to be fought in the here and now.
In preparation for the event, especially when putting together the
exhibition and its contextual information, we drew heavily on the
excellent archival collections held at the Sparrows’ Nest Library and
Archive, as well as Nottingham Local Studies Library3 and especially
the Ray Gosling Archive, held at Nottingham Trent University,
where we found invaluable local source materials. Further materials
were sourced from the RedMoleRising digital archive and the private
collections of a number of individuals (thank you all!). Special
thanks must also go to University of Nottingham’s Manuscripts and
Special Collections department. There we found a rare copy of a
pamphlet by George Powe, which was kindly digitised and is now
accessible for free in the Sparrow’s Nest Digital Library.4
Even before the event was held, the process of identifying
primary sources proved to be inspirational, as evidenced by Ruth
Tanner’s take on her father’s diary. Local historian and long term
activist Roger Tanner had found a pile of letters to his parents and
his travel diary tucked away in a forgotten drawer. These materials
inspired his daughter to write an excellent piece on her dad’s
adventures in Paris in May 1968. The text demonstrates how
exploring and producing narratives of past events can help us to
understand more about ourselves, with Ruth reflecting on her own
life in light of her father’s documentation of his teenage exploits.
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For audio recordings of the talks see Valentine Yarnspinner’s YouTube channel.
Also many thanks to Nottinghamshire Live for the kind permission to reproduce
several articles originally published in the Evening Post and News.
See Powe, George: Don’t Blame the Blacks, Nottingham:
http://thesparrowsnest.org.uk/collections/public_archive/8466.pdf
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The result of Ruth’s efforts can be found in this little pamphlet,
alongside contributions by panellists and participants who took
part in the event. Furthermore we have reproduced a few snippets
from original sources documenting the 1968 Revolts, including a
few local materials.5
These short articles and the few sources are but glimpses into a
period which saw deeply-rooted conflicts erupt into open revolts all
around the globe. Most perspectives are not investigated, and many
groups who took part in the struggles are not represented in this
publication, as such a limited project can at best briefly outline a
very few of these complex issues. Hopefully we and/or others will be
able to return to the subject in the near future, not least as these
events, which occurred over half a century ago, will eventually cease
to be part of living memory.
Once more we wish to express our thanks to everyone who
attended the event and contributed to this project, be it by finding
excellent source materials, contributing their own stories on the
day, helping out with the finances, etc. Many thanks go of course
also to the workers at Broadway Cinema, who enabled us to run the
event.

The event and this pamphlet were made possible with practical
and financial support from: People’s Histreh – Nottingham and Notts
Radical History Group, The Sparrows’ Nest Library and Archive,
Nottingham Women’s History Group, Five Leaves Bookshop, the
University of Nottingham’s Manuscripts and Special Collections
department and a bunch of awesome individuals.
5

Please note that the reproduced primary sources as well as some of the passages
from Roger’s diary have been edited and/or abridged.
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How Nottingham Ended the War in
Vietnam
By Julian Atkinson
As the extravagant title suggests this is a personal reminiscence.
I have tried not to have remembered with advantages what deeds we
did that day; but it is a partial view of the anti-war struggle. I was a
member of the International Group (IG) which later morphed into
the International Marxist Group (IMG) and write from that
perspective.6
The war in Vietnam was a constant backdrop to the politics of
the 1960s and a major mobiliser in the activism of 1968. The
French conquered the country in 1884 and in the 1930s there were
a series of revolts against colonial rule. In 1940 the Japanese
invaded but allowed the collaborationist Vichy French to exercise a
shadow administration. The Viet Minh, led by Ho Chi Minh,
continued to fight both French and Japanese. At the end of the
Second World War they had begun to take over the country. British
troops landed in Saigon and armed Japanese prisoners of war to
fight the Viet Minh and allow the French “legitimate owners” to
retake control. The war then continued until the French were
defeated in 1954 at Dien Bien Phu.
The country was divided into North and South and it was then
the turn of the Americans to send troops into the South to take on
the National Liberation Front (NLF). The war now entered its
bloodiest phase with over three million killed. Napalm was used
against civilians, millions of tons of the chemical weapon Agent
Orange were dropped, killing or maiming hundreds of thousands
and causing hundreds of thousands more to be born with birth
defects.7 Radicals were first horrified then moved into action.
Now just where does Nottingham come into this? Two of the
other important components, and there are others, are the decline
of the political stagnation caused by the Cold War and the growth of
student numbers.
6
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N.B. other brands of absolute truth exist and may be purchased from your usual
reputable supplier.
Eat your hearts out Saddam and Assad, you are mere minnows in the rankings
of villainy.
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The Hungarian Revolution of 1956 saw a liberalisation when a
reformist communist Imre Nagy took control. The Kremlin was
alarmed, Soviet tanks went in and Nagy was executed. This sent
shock waves through the Communist Parties. EP Thompson
described it as cracks in an ice age, as people began to think for
themselves. In Nottingham Ken Coates and Pat Jordan left the
Communist Party and eventually formed the IG with the aim of
producing a non-sectarian Trotskyism.8 The IG attracted local trade
unionists, Labour Party and Young Socialist members. It also
recruited a significant number of students from Nottingham
University.
Nottingham University had had the reputation of attracting the
children of the well to do who had failed to enter Oxbridge – we
termed them the Green Wellie Brigade. By 1960 a period of
university expansion was underway and a whole number of us, who
were the first in our families to go to university, were recruited to
pollute the shades of this green and pleasant campus. This levy
created a large and left wing Socialist Society. This backing
propelled me into becoming National Secretary of the Labour
Students and gave me the opportunity to meet many of the New Left
and in particular the younger people around Perry Anderson who
were to take over New Left Review (NLR). Many of the activists of the
Nottingham Socialist Society decided to join the IG.
The IG was involved in the Labour Party, campaigns for workers’
control, and solidarity with the NLF. Others were also interested in
that last project. The new NLR editorial board came up to discuss
with us. Perry Anderson, characteristically, was cautious.
Eventually Robin Blackburn, Quintin Hoare and Branka Magas
were to join the IMG. Then Ralph Schoenman from the Bertrand
Russell Peace Foundation paid us a visit. Ralph was Russell’s
secretary and had been influential in setting up the direct action
Committee of 100, which had created some enemies for both
himself and Russell. This was no problem for us: I had been twice
arrested on these actions and Tony Southall had been secretary of
the Committee of 100. Ralph was a force of nature. It was like being
in a room with a typhoon: initially exhilarating but eventually tiring.
Ralph believed that the IG, the NLR and the Peace Foundation
should collaborate on a War Crimes Tribunal but, initially, focus on
creating a bloc for solidarity with the NLF.
8

See Nottingham Marxist Group: Why we Left the Communist Party, Nottingham:
http://thesparrowsnest.org.uk/collections/public_archive/8043.pdf
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The pilot for this project was the 1966 Easter march of the
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND). Their position was for a
negotiated peace in Vietnam. We built a sizable bloc that waved NLF
flags and chanted “Victory to the NLF”. For a first attempt it was a
considerable success. We were not flavour of the month with the
CND leadership, but a lot of that antagonism was more about bad
memories of the Committee of 100 than the orientation to the war
in Vietnam.
On the back of this success it was decided to have the founding
conference of the Vietnam Solidarity Campaign (VSC) in June 1966.
It was a modest success and the VSC became a membership
organisation. There was no real push to recruit members and the
focus was on building up ad hoc mobilising committees. This
enabled more people and organisations to become involved. Two
IMG members from Nottingham, Pat Jordan and Geoff Coggan,
went down to London to run the administrative side of VSC but also
the War Crimes Tribunal. Nottingham also played a part in the
Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation and Ken Coates, Pat and Geoff
became directors of the Foundation.
One of the first ad-hoc committees was set up in Nottingham at a
meeting addressed by Ken Coates and Ralph Schoenman. A little
later we held a second meeting in the Albert Hall Institute, which I
chaired, with Ralph as the sole speaker.
The American anti-war movement put out a call for an
International Day of Action on the 12th of October 1967. The VSC
responded well to the challenge. There was a march to Grosvenor
Square and the US embassy that might have numbered 20,000. To
our amazement we broke through the police cordon but the horses
and foot reinforcements drove us back. There was some fighting. My
most vivid memory is of Brian Simister, later President of the
Nottingham Trades Council, jumping up and down, up and down
on a police helmet, his face a picture of total ecstasy.
The next call for an International Day of Action was for the 17th
of March 1968. Tariq Ali had joined the IMG and was barnstorming
the country building the demonstration. International contingents
arrived, most notably the German SDS. 9 The SDS were reputed to
be expert street fighters, an expertise honed by their many battles
against the right-wing Springer Press. I was surprised by their
method of marching. They formed a series of rows and, within a
9
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row, they linked arms. They then moved forward with a springy jog
step: initially slowly but then accelerating. They then stopped to
avoid crashing into the demonstrators ahead, allowed a gap to
develop and then repeated the exercise. I thought it was an odd
time to do country dancing. Dancing it was not. They turned into
the police lines and crashed in. Row after row added to the impact
until the police lines were broken and we were again into the Green
in front of the Embassy. Several hours of skirmishing took place
and we suffered 400 arrests and 150 injuries. The police behaviour
was brutal. They, surprisingly, suffered no arrests but over-claimed
170 casualties.
The next International Day of Action was on the 27th October
1968. It dwarfed the previous mobilisations and probably topped
100,000. It was preceded by an amazing press offensive. Poor Pat
Jordan was excoriated as the most dangerous man in Britain. An
apocalypse was predicted: London was to become a battleground;
Harrods was to be looted, and vile assaults were planned on lone
and defenceless Rolls Royces. This fantasy was so believed that
many West End stores spent good money on protecting their
frontages with chipboard.
There was initially division on the route. My old buddy Chris
Harman said that the Vietnam anti-war march should obviously go
to the Bank of England. The linkage was immediately clear to
anyone who had spent the previous years reading the three volumes
of Capital. The pedestrian majority opted for Hyde Park. It would
definitely not be Grosvenor Square. The police had thought in
March that they were prepared; this time they were and they
wanted to give us a real thrashing. That was not the place to take a
huge demonstration on which there would be many people who had
never been on a demo before.
My favourite photo of that demo was of Tariq together with
Stephen Hawking (still able to walk, albeit with a stick) and
Vanessa Redgrave. But pushing forward into shot, teeth gleaming in
the sun, is that subsequent national treasure Sir Richard Branson!
I have almost finished my fable about Nottingham stopping the
war. Now a bit of balance: On the 30th of January 1969 the NLF
launched the Tet Offensive which ended in that September. During
that period Saigon was partially taken. It was not a decisive victory
on the scale of Dien Bien Phu, but it became clear to the American
public and even to the brighter elements of the military that victory
was impossible. The Tet Offensive was the beginning of the end.
8

The Anti Colour Bar Campaign
By Jill Westby
Since I was initially asked to speak about the Anti-Colour Bar
Campaign, the recent heartless treatment of some of those known
as the Windrush Generation has come to light, and so it seems
appropriate to write also about matters past and present related to
this despicable practice.
My husband, George Powe, who died almost five years ago, came
here from Jamaica in 1948, but before the Windrush, on a ship
called the Orbiter. Politically active from the word go, he
campaigned against racial discrimination for the rest of his life.
In the late 1950s he published a pamphlet called Don’t Blame the
Blacks, which included this clarion call:
“We must remember that colour prejudice, like
antisemitism, is a weapon of class rule, and as such
must find no support in the ranks of those whose task it
is to establish a world that is free from want. It should
be clear that to end race prejudice and the colour bar,
which the ruling class use as their main weapon to
divide the working class, the coloured and white
workers must join in the common struggle against
capitalism.”10
Jamaicans who came to this country before the 1968
Commonwealth Immigrants Act was implemented were citizens of
the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth, and as such had, and
should still have, the automatic right to remain here. This was
about to be sabotaged. Enoch’s Powell’s famous racist speech was
delivered prior to the Act, which had implications for the right to
remain. By 1971 this right was no longer automatic. It had to be
applied for, and those with the right to remain could, if they wished,
after a period of time apply for British citizenship.
George became a British citizen as soon as possible, and he held
both Jamaican and British passports for the rest of his life. He tried
to persuade his fellow Jamaicans of the advantages of these
procedures, and many followed his advice, but others were not
persuaded that this was necessary. They had come here on
10

See Powe, George: Don’t Blame the Blacks, Nottingham:
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Jamaican passports, felt protected by them, and did not see the
need for change. Little did they realise or believe that this attitude
might cause problems in the future. After all, many of them had
intended to come here for a few years only, and to spend the rest of
their lives back home. For some people this became the reality, but
for many others their dreams of returning to Jamaica were never
realised. If they did not regularise their position in the UK from
1973, or keep copious records of their residence here, year by year,
these omissions could eventually come to haunt many of the
Windrush Generation.
Fortunately the government has been persuaded to reverse some
of its decisions and actions, although I doubt whether all the people
concerned will be appropriately compensated.
George helped thousands of Jamaicans in Nottingham not only
to establish their right to indefinite leave to remain, or to become
British citizens, but also to get visas for relatives to visit this
country for short periods, for family weddings, christenings, or
sometimes funerals. It was often the case that such relatives, who
had been to the High Commission in Kingston, Jamaica, to apply
for visas, had been faced with blank refusals from stony-faced
officials. Once the would-be host relatives in this country heard
about this they would contact George. He would help them to
assemble the necessary paperwork, and advise them to write letters
of invitation to support the visa applications together with the
relevant documentation. With his assistance almost without
exception the visas were eventually granted. He helped people to
send for their spouses and children to join them here, to gain places
in colleges for their children, to represent them in employment
issues, and with all manner of paperwork, including passport or
driving licence renewal, and problems with debt or divorce. All this
work was completely voluntary and he would never accept payment
for it.
If George were alive now, I know that anybody in Nottingham
who might actually or potentially have problems with the “hostile
environment” of the Home Office would be welcome round our
kitchen table, where he would give them good advice and, if
necessary, follow this up with action or representation.
Having met George in the early 1960s through the Campaign for
Nuclear Disarmament (CND) and the Labour Party, I became
involved in various struggles against what was then called the
Colour Bar.
10

We formed the Anti Colour Bar Campaign specifically to deal
with the practice of a local pub, the Mechanics Arms, where black
and white people had to drink in separate rooms. Can you believe
this? Were we living under apartheid?
At that time if you were black you might have to pay a higher
premium for insurance. You would often be turned away when
seeking rented accommodation. When turning up for a job
interview, the interviewers, seeing that you were black, would tell
you the job had been filled. You could be verbally or even physically
abused in the street, whilst passers-by said and did nothing. You
had little opportunity to meet with friends in public places. Black
people were working in our hospitals, factories, looking after our
children, cleaning offices and probably the streets. While many of
the host community welcomed and befriended them, from others
they got short shrift.
I was phoned one day by someone who had found my number in
a diary belonging to a Jamaican called Dennis. He was languishing
in a police cell, below the Guildhall, charged with attacking three
white men in the St Ann’s area, and was protesting his innocence.
Did I know him, and could I help him? I did not recognise Dennis’s
name, but guessed he had my number as a CND contact. I spoke
about his situation with Peter Price, who was an active socialist, a
City Councillor and my landlord. Using Peter’s status and charisma,
we gained access to Dennis in his cell, and heard his side of the
story. Shortly afterwards he was let out on bail, with Peter as his
surety. In the court case, Peter was a character witness. Witnesses
for the three white men gave inconsistent evidence. The magistrates
were not convinced that one slightly-built black man could have
jumped upon, assaulted and injured three well-built white men.11
Dennis was acquitted, and the white men were charged and
convicted. All because of a phone number in a diary.
Back to the Mechanics Arms. George and I produced leaflets and
sent them to people who might join in a protest sit-in at the pub,
including members of anti-apartheid, CND and various left-wing
organisations. The idea was to go to the pub in mixed groups of
black and white people, to order half pints of beer, staying as long
as possible sipping and nursing a single drink, to minimise sales,
and to gain publicity for the racial practice.
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At the time someone suggested that the three white men were an Englishman,
and Irishman and a Scotsman, but this was wishful thinking!
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The landlord and landlady were apparently expecting us – one of
our leaflets must have been leaked. The bar was full. I ordered two
beers for George and myself. The landlady, just about to give them
to me, realised one was for George. Snatching the drinks back, she
said she would sell drinks to Asians, Indians or Chinese, but not to
dirty black *******.12 Some people did get drinks. Eventually tempers
rose. A Nigerian called Steve, in response to a racial remark,
emptied a glass of beer onto the bar. The Police were called. They
cautioned Steve and the landlady, and we all left quietly.
When the matter came to court I was one of the witnesses giving
evidence of the racially discriminatory remarks and behaviour. Both
Steve and the landlady were bound over to keep the peace.
A short while after George visited the pub to see if diplomacy
might have some effect. He found that the landlady was terrified of
black men because on one occasion a drunk and angry Jamaican
had thrown a stool over the bar, smashing glasses, bottles and
mirrors. George tried to persuade them that the segregation of
customers was unacceptable, and that they should not judge a
whole group of people from one frightening episode, but they were
unmoved.
Months after this we heard that the landlady had successfully
appealed against her Breach of Peace order, but by that time the
pub had been closed down. We were told that the closure was due
to re-organisation within the brewery chain, but the timing
suggested that our campaign was also a factor.
We gained publicity, reduced the pub’s takings, the pub was
closed, and no other pub practised segregation of customers. It was
one of many contributions to the ever growing fight against racial
discrimination. I had no records of this campaign, but some
relevant documents were found in Ray Gosling’s archive material.
One was an agenda for an Anti-Colour Bar Campaign meeting held
on May 22nd 1968 which suggests that there were future plans for
the campaign, though I have no recollection of this. The other was a
flyer advertising a Caribbean Dance in the Elizabethan Rooms at
the old Co-op on Parliament Street to raise funds for the Sugar
Cane Club on Friday May 3. No year was indicated, but May 3 rd is a
fit for 1968.13
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Fill that word in for yourselves.
See pages 43-44.
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The Sugar Cane Club was a name coined by George and a couple
of his friends with the sole aim of setting up a place in Nottingham
where black people could socialise freely. That name was soon
dropped, but the concept realised ten years later in 1978, when the
Afro-Caribbean National Artistic Centre was established on
Hungerhill Road, St Ann’s.
George was often involved in campaigns and organisations to
deal with racial discrimination, but was also active in wider political
spheres, being associated with local and national political
organisations. He was elected in the early 1960s as a District
Councillor in Long Eaton, possibly the first black person in such a
position, and was later, when living in Nottingham, elected as a
Nottinghamshire County Councillor.
His lasting legacy was, apart from being the go-to man when his
fellow Jamaicans needed help, the setting up of the Afro-Caribbean
National Artistic Centre where he was Company Secretary for more
than three decades, but that is another story.
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Paris, May 1968: My
Accidental Revolutionary

Dad

The

By Ruth Tanner14

Sorbonne University, May 1968. Photograph by Roger Tanner.
14

Originally published on Ruth’s blog, 2nd May 2018:
http://medium.com/@ruthtanner/my-dad-the-accidental-revolutionary77378956ef22
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In a diary, hidden out of sight for half a century, my dad
documented the debates, barricades and tear gas of Paris in May
1968.
My dad is well known for his storytelling. When I was growing up
his hitchhiking stories were a favourite. Waking up in a tent in a
policeman’s garden in Belgrade, sleeping on rooftops in Istanbul or
under bridges in Paris.
An enduring favourite was the time he spent in Paris during May
‘68, picturing him watching a Brando film, when the cinema filled
with tear gas and he was forced to get to his lodgings through
streets filled with rioters. I was always fascinated yet a little
incredulous. I was never entirely sure if it was just family lore, born
of a vivid imagination.
Until a few months ago when he dug out his hitchhiking diaries.
In his recognisably loopy handwriting he had documented each day
of his journey through Europe, including the remarkable account of
how he stumbled upon the Paris barricades.
May ’68 was France’s moment of rebellion at the epicentre of a
year of political and social upheaval. Student protest quickly turned
into violent clashes, occupations of universities and factories and a
general strike. Amongst the throngs of students, workers, police
and troops filling the streets of Paris was this young English man,
practically a boy, having only turned eighteen a few weeks earlier.
My dad left Britain in March to hitchhike across Europe alone.
He was seventeen and had never been abroad before. Fifty years
later he still remembers the excitement of climbing through snow in
the Alps, seeing the Mediterranean sea for the first time and
walking through fields of van Gogh sunflowers.
The diary is filled with glimpses of the man who would become
my dad. Walking for miles and miles, reading endless books and
having superhuman energy for packing in culture, films and sights
in between political meetings and protests.

15

The young man I never knew is also on the pages. The diaries
and notes had been posted to his parents along the route. A way of
reassuring his mum that he was eating regularly and carefully
counting each penny. Here on the pages is the Methodist Minister’s
son who discussed theology with the same intensity as politics.

The entries in the days before he arrives in Paris detail life in a
soggy tent. Fed up with the weather and the lack of lifts;
preoccupied with how well he can eek out his meagre budget. He
manages to make a dinner of mashed potato, sardines and
chocolate sound like a feast.

Paris was an accident. Sickness meant he was dropped off early
en route to Amsterdam, where he managed to hitch a lift. He had no
news before he arrived. No idea what was happening in the city.
Almost home with only money left for a week or two of travel, he
arrived. The diary entries, hidden out of sight for half a century
among papers and letters in an old desk, quickly come alive, first
with the sights and sounds of Paris and then with the adrenaline
fuelled experience of the uprising. With the confidence and possibly
16

the naivety of youth, in the midst of the chaos, he is at once a
nervous participant, fascinated observer and Paris tourist.

Protests had begun in March. Students demonstrated at the
University of Nanterre against a rule that young men and women
could not be together in a dormitory room. It was this first protest
that expressed the spirit of May ‘68, still recognisable today. The
challenge to the sexually conservative policies of the university
captured and symbolised the restrictive spiritual and political
oppression of French society.
This struggle grew and protests spread to central Paris, to the
Latin Quarter and the Sorbonne.
Public support for the students was growing daily as the police
violently suppressed protesters. Thousands of workers were also
striking in solidarity with the students but also with their own
demands. A general strike followed which grew to almost 10 million.
France was at a standstill.
Within days of arriving he was at the Sorbonne. The
transformative ideas immediately impressed him. He relished being
exposed to the feverish debates and discussions taking place. The
energy is palpable as is the seriousness in which he and the young
students surrounding him are earnestly attempting to challenge the
established order. The students are not alone. In the elite
institution of the Sorbonne the workers from the Renault car
factory, one of the first to strike, have joined the debate.

17

Soon he is swept up, not only by rhetoric but also by the action.
Despite arriving with no knowledge of what was taking place, within
days he had joined protesters on the streets as they chanted their
rejection of the old society. He is swift to note that, despite the red
flags, this is not a communist rally. It feels like a new movement
looking forward to a new society and chanting for war hero
President Charles De Gaulle to go.

18

The realty of the violence on the streets and the heavy handed
tactics of authorities can be felt. The fear is palpable on the page.
Even with the excitement and cockiness of youth, he was a
thoughtful observer, unwilling to accept stupidity and violence on
either side.

19

The violence escalates as the week goes on. The Latin Quarter,
which days earlier had been a place for high minded debate was in
chaos as the two sides clashed. His words are the words of warfare
now.

And later that night:

In France the left refer to May ‘68 as the Movement. The right
call it the Event. Many look back on it as transformational and a
turning point in French society. May ‘68 marked the coming
together of a whole number of challenges to the established post
war order but few would talk today of revolution.
Yet the diaries document a genuine sense of turmoil, rebellion
and possibilities being felt on the streets. We know now that the
French establishment was itself genuinely fearful that this could be
the start of a revolution.
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That the choice of revolution or a police state seems such a ready
possibility to this young, serious minded Methodist minister’s son
doesn’t seem so strange when you consider the time when he was
writing.
May ’68 came in the spring of a monumental year of social and
political change. In January, before he left on this travels, the Tet
Offensive had marked a turning point in the Vietnam war. In
March, in a West German service station he heard the traumatic
news of Martin Luther King’s assassination. In Munich he heard
about the student riots taking place there.
On the road he befriended Spanish and Portuguese students who
couldn’t go home because of their fascist governments. It would
only be a matter of weeks after he got home that Robert Kennedy
would be assassinated, America would be rocked by race riots and
the Soviets send tanks into Czechoslovakia.
The protests continued until elections in June that year. A
conservative government won but De Gaulle was gone the following
year. My dad’s walk on part in the uprising ended in May. He was
running out of money and it was time to head home.
He walked to the edge of Paris, carrying a bundle of letters to
post from people still there. On the edge of town he hitched a ride
with a lorry driver. With a general strike and no petrol for sale the
lorry driver said he would drive till his petrol ran out. My dad still
recalls the casual way the lorry driver turned to him, when they
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were on the road, and said: “I’ve got my gun. They think there is
going to be a revolution and I’m not letting the army take over.”
In many ways his travels had opened his eyes. In September he
started university and threw himself into a new world of anti-war
activism. He became active as a student in Vietnam protests and
campaigns against apartheid in South Africa.
This was the world I was born into. I went on my first
demonstration as a baby, held by my dad as he spoke to a crowd.
The spirit of ’68 stayed with my dad and in turn, without me
realising it, it shaped who I am as well.
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Women’s Liberation in Nottingham
By Val Wood and Tina Pamplin
The Women's Liberation Movement (WLM) conference, held at
Ruskin College, Oxford in 1970, marked the beginning of the
“second wave” of feminism (the “first wave” is associated with the
suffragettes and suffragists). Over six hundred people attended,
twice the number that were expected, bringing together a number of
women's groups that had been set up across the country influenced
by the writings and practice of the Women's Liberation groups that
had been set up in the United States.
The Conference took place in the context of a number of
significant developments that were beginning to effect the lives and
expectations of women in Britain; the growing use of “the pill”, the
legalisation of abortion and the ending of “back street abortions
with the 1967 Abortion Act, changing attitudes to sexuality
including the decriminalisation of homosexual acts with the Sexual
Offences Act of the same year (although lesbian acts had never been
subject to the criminal law in Britain), and the changing position of
women in employment.
Labour shortages in the 1960s led to the growth in women’s
employment. By 1967 the Confederation of British Industry were
openly stating that women should not be prejudiced against in
employment. The National Joint Action Committee on Women’s
Equal Rights, a trade union organisation campaigning for equal pay
and rights, was formed out of the Ford sewing machinists strike
and this committee organised a demonstration in 1969. The 1970
Equal Pay Act was passed specifying equal pay for equal work and
employers were given five years to comply with the new legislation,
which did not come into full effect until 1975.
At the Ruskin College Conference a Women’s National
Coordinating Committee was created. The committee met again in
Sheffield in June 1970 and adopted terms of reference. These were
devised as a loose co-ordinating body for the movement to which
WLM groups could choose to affiliate. The committee was to have a
short life span and was abolished at the Skegness WLM conference
of 1971. In the early 1970s issues started to arise relating to the
contrasts between women affiliated to the left groups, their goals
and methods of organisation and the women from the “structure
less” groups created by localised consciousness raising. A system of
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local and regional conferences and organisation was put in place to
accommodate geographical variations in the movement. The WLM
national co-ordinating committee nonetheless formulated four
demands which were adopted and established the political
programme for the movement and what it stood for. These four
demands were:





Equal pay.
Equal education and job opportunities.
Free contraception and abortion on demand.
Free 24-hour nurseries.

The International Women’s Day demonstration of 1971 became
the largest women’s event since the suffragette era and made a big
media splash. For example, women carried washing lines holding
bras, bodices and corsets and the media strap line of women
burning bras dates from this time. Subsequent National
Conferences were held in Manchester, London, Leeds, and York.
Differences emerged through the 1970s between various groupings
within the Women's Movement as divergence of views grew between
radical feminists, who sought complete separation from men, and
socialist feminists and women from different left groups. Debates
took place on domestic labour, as well as ongoing debate about the
four demands. Campaigns in the same period included the London
Night Cleaners’ Campaign, while growing awareness of domestic
violence led to the establishment of Chiswick Women’s Aid and the
first refuge for women. An abortion action group, which began as a
coalition of autonomous groups with national coordination and a
newsletter, later to become the Women’s Abortion and
Contraceptive Campaign. There was the emergence of radical
feminists who sought complete separation from men and the
Socialist/Marxist feminist current became more organised, for
example in the International Marxist Group (IMG), while the Union
of Women for Liberation from the Maoist Liberation Front developed
from the Communist Party of Great Britain. In addition, new
groupings emerged, such as the Power of Women Collective led by
Selma James and Women, the Unions and Work, later to be
renamed as Wages for Housework.

The Nottingham Story
Women in Nottingham had been active in the Vietnam Solidarity
Campaign, in campaigns against racism and immigration legislation
and for Workers Control, all of which gained national importance
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through 1968. Several women from Nottingham attended the first
Oxford Conference from February 27th to March 1st 1970. A
Nottingham Socialist Women’s Committee15 had been convened as
early as 1968 and they produced the first edition of what would
become a national journal entitled Socialist Woman in 1969.16 The
first edition of the journal published mid-February 1969 had an
opening editorial under the banner headline: “A new journal for an
Old Battle”, stating underneath that the purpose of the journal was
to take advantage of the increased interest and activity around
women’s demands in industry and the home. The editorial board
was Jo O’Brien (Nottingham), Anne Torode (Tyneside) and Antonia
(Toni) Gorton (London). They were later joined by Anne Black
(Loughborough).
By 1971 Nottingham had an active Women’s Liberation Group
and opened the first women’s centre in a small property in Cobden
Chambers off Pelham Street, moving to 26 Newcastle Chambers in
1972. The Nottingham Women’s Liberation Group met on a
Thursday evening at the Women’s Centre at 8pm and produced the
journal Women Now.17 The aim of the journal was to provide
information on various aspects of women’s oppression and link to
various campaigns, for instance regarding the introduction of the
anti-discrimination bills such as the Equal Pay Act. Various local
campaigns emerged from the Nottingham group, for example
around domestic violence (or “battered wives” as domestic violence
was referred to at that time), and the group campaigned to set up a
refuge for women, which was eventually realised in 1974 when the
Central Women’s Aid refuge was established. In 1978 Nottingham
Women’s Centre relocated to Shakespeare Street, where groups like
15

16

17

Rosie Firth, authoring a leaflet calling for women to help form a Women’s
Liberation Group in Nottingham, stated that while some of the group were
revolutionary socialists (belonging to the IMG) she stressed non-alignment with
any political group and welcomed socialists, non-socialists and the completely
apolitical. She said we are interested in what can be done now. See Firth, Rosie:
What is Women’s Liberation about?, Nottingham:
http://thesparrowsnest.org.uk/collections/public_archive/8465.pdf
See page 47. The address for subscriptions and content to Socialist Woman was
16 Ella Road, West Bridgford, Nottingham. For digitised copies of Socialist
Woman please see:
http://redmolerising.wordpress.com/socialist-woman
You can find several digitised copies of Women Now in the Sparrows’ Nest Digital
Library:
http://thesparrowsnest.org.uk/collections/public_archive/8461.pdf
http://thesparrowsnest.org.uk/collections/public_archive/8462.pdf
http://thesparrowsnest.org.uk/collections/public_archive/8463.pdf
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Rape Crisis and the city’s Women’s Aid Advice Centre were to meet.
Other campaign groups which met at the Women’s Centre in the
early 1970s included the Abortion and Contraception campaign, the
Working Women’s Charter group, the Anti-Discrimination campaign
which aimed to end all discrimination against women, and the
Nursery Campaign group. In the mid-1970s a group calling
themselves Feminists against Sexual Terrorism (FAST), for women
only, was established and met at the Women’s Centre. There was
also a Nottingham Family Allowances Campaign.
A Working Women’s Charter group met in Nottingham from
1975. The Charter had been drawn up by a group of women in
London and passed initially by the London Trades Council in March
1974 before then being adopted across the country. The Charter
clearly articulated a set of demands in the fight for women’s rights
and was supported in Nottingham by the Trades Council, Labour
Party wards and NUPE, ASTMS and NUT trade union branches. The
Nottingham trade unions were particularly pro-active in raising
women’s issues in the 1970s and a number of events were
coordinated, including for example a rally for equal pay led by
USDAW,18 the shopworkers union in 1972 or the Sexism and
Education Conference convened by activists from the teachers
unions in 1975.
In conclusion, while the events of 1968 undoubtedly drew many
women into radical politics and campaigning, it would be too
simplistic to position the story of the WLM as a direct result of the
events of that year. We need a broader framework on which to build
a more nuanced account of what happened in Nottingham both
before and after this date. There is a wealth of primary sources
relating to the WLM in this city and scope to develop a bigger
project.
If anyone is interested in being involved or has material and
relevant information, please do get in touch. 19 Do not be written out
of history…20

18

19

20

National Union of Public Employees (NUPE), Association of Scientific and
Technical Managerial Staff (ASTMS), National Union of Teachers (NUT), Union of
Shop Distributive and Allied Workers (USDAW). See USDAW: USDAW Rally for
Equal Pay..., Nottingham, 1970:
http://thesparrowsnest.org.uk/collections/public_archive/8460.pdf
See the Women’s History Group’s website for contact details:
http://nottinghamwomenshistory.org.uk
Elspeth King, 1994.
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1968 Nottingham – notes on the
student political scene
By Mike Hamlin
I first came to Nottingham in 1968. I had grown up in Bristol and
started as a student at the university in late September. I had just
turned nineteen.
No one in my extended family had ever been to university, I was
the first. I was proud of this fact and a bit cocky with it. During the
previous year I had done well at A level, and I could basically
choose which university I wanted to go to. Under pressure from my
school however, I stayed on an extra term to take the Cambridge
entrance exams. I was offered a place but decided to turn this down
in favour of a guaranteed start at Nottingham the following autumn.
I liked the look of the university campus and I chose
accommodation in Wortley Hall, next to the North entrance
bounded by the Derby Road. At the time, I knew only one other
prospective student, and he had attended the same secondary
school as me in Bristol.
After leaving school in November ‘67, I worked at a research
centre to the north of Bristol. As I was still living at home, I
managed to save most of my wages and could easily afford to spend
July and August hitch-hiking across Europe – to Dubrovnik and
back. Once I had started as a student though, I was eligible for a
full grant and all my tuition fees were paid for by my local
authority. Essentially, I was financially independent for the first
time in my life. What a contrast to the situation of today!
My family had always voted Labour, and I clearly remember
campaigning for the party of Harold Wilson at the General Election
of 1964. Tony Benn was the MP for Bristol South East and he was a
firm family favourite. But for me, by early 1968, the political shine
was beginning to come off the new Labour Government. I was then
working at the research centre and, fresh out of school, found
myself discussing politics with graduates considerably older than
myself. The main topic of the day was inevitably the American war
in Vietnam. I read as much as I could relating to its origins and
concerning the role of the Labour Party in supporting the war but
refusing to send British troops, as the Americans had wanted.
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One of the research workers gave me a leaflet advertising a
demonstration in Bristol on 17th March ’68 calling for an end to the
war through a negotiated settlement and organising for medical
help and supplies to be sent to North Vietnam. For some reason we
did not get to London for the national demonstration but stayed in
Bristol and organised our own event, which largely consisted of
painting second-hand bicycles white. Such action was based on the
questionable premise that this would facilitate their speedy
transportation to the Vietnamese people who would then instantly
recognize the significance of the fraternal support involved – the
battle of Grosvenor Square it wasn’t!
Following this March mini-protest, I wanted to find out more
about the war and at weekends began to search the bookshops,
bars and cafes in and around Clifton, the university area of Bristol.
The International Times and Oz carried news of the anti-war
movement and of course, the May events in France, but it wasn’t
until the first issue of Black Dwarf hit the news-stands on June 1st
with its memorable “We shall fight, we shall win, Paris, London,
Rome, Berlin” cover,21 that a fully formed political perspective
became available to me.
I managed to buy every issue of the paper and followed up on
many of the articles as best I could. There didn’t seem to be any
organised grouping around the Dwarf in Bristol but a few places
stocked it and I was soon hooked.
Politics suddenly involved a much bigger world for me. Vietnam
was still centre-stage, but opposition to apartheid South Africa,
support for black civil rights in the US, the examples of Malcolm X
and Che Guevara, opposition to the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia, developments around civil rights in Northern
Ireland and the early stirrings of women’s liberation, all of these
issues were reported in the pages of the Dwarf and created a heady
political brew for an eighteen year-old.
This then was the mind-set I carried with me when I came up to
Nottingham in September. I knew what I was looking for and it
wasn’t long before I found it, at least, some of it.
During freshers’ week and without any hesitation, I joined the
university Socialist Society as their main platform seemed to be
21

See page 36. For digitised copies of Black Dwarf see The Barry Amiel & Norman
Melburn Trust:
http://banmarchive.org.uk/collections/blackdwarf/index_frame.htm
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opposition to the war in in Vietnam. They were selling the Ken
Coates’ pamphlet The Dirty War in Mr Wilson, published by the
Vietnam Solidarity Campaign.22 I bought a copy along with the
latest Black Dwarf. I had heard of Ken Coates as he had written a
full-page article on the death of Che Guevara for the Dwarf but at
the time I didn’t associate him with Nottingham in any way.
There wasn’t much competition to the Socialist Society (Soc Soc)
at this time. The Labour Club seemed to be pretty moribund and no
other left groupings were in evidence. However, there was a
noticeable overlap in terms of membership with the Blues Society,
they had the next table to Soc Soc, and this seemed to reflect the
cultural influence of magazines like International Times and Oz
which I read and enjoyed. I had grown my hair long and was also
into the blues – so it sort of made sense, didn’t it?
By now though I had discovered that the Vietnam Solidarity
Campaign (VSC), as its name suggests, wasn’t really about painting
bicycles. Its significance was that it took an explicit position against
American military involvement and in support of the Vietnamese
National Liberation Front. Various leaflets published by the VSC
were available through Soc Soc and the very first meeting I went to
was about how best to prepare for the national demonstration, just
a few weeks away on October 27th. The thrust here was to set up
local ad-hoc committees which could provide the widest possible
support for the approaching demonstration, which was already
attracting a huge amount of press and media coverage.
Nottingham was expected to send a sizeable contingent to the
national demo and to make sure of this Tariq Ali, one of the leaders
of the VSC, had already been booked to speak at two meetings on
Wednesday 23rd – at lunchtime in the Portland Lecture Hall in the
university Students’ Union and in the evening, in town, at the
Albert Hall Institute.23
Hungry for this new kind of politics, I attended both. The
meetings were large, with the university attracting 250 plus and the
town around 100. Even then, Tariq was a confident, entertaining
speaker and he stressed the importance of turning out on the day to
make a visible show on the streets. Because of the names and
addresses taken at these meetings, we were able to book three
22
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Coates, Ken: The Dirty War in Mr Wilson – Or How He Stopped Worrying About
Vietnam and Learned to Love the Dollar, VSC Vietnam Solidarity Campaign:
http://thesparrowsnest.org.uk/collections/public_archive/8045.pdf
See page 42.
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coaches from the Uni and two from town to travel to London the
following Saturday. A sizeable contribution.
Back on campus, the success of the October demo put
considerable wind into the sails of Soc Soc. Follow up meetings
were quickly arranged, on the war as well as other issues using the
facilities of the university. From just a handful of people at the
beginning of term there was now a nucleus of thirty to forty people
who could be relied on to turn out and make a difference.
I soon noticed a number of people who were regular participants
at most of these meetings. Often from town, they seemed to be
grouped around the small but indefatigable figure of Pat Jordan,
who had chaired the Albert Hall Institute meeting where Tariq had
spoken and whose life was largely spent travelling from London,
where he coordinated work for the VSC and then back to
Nottingham, where he had a number of local links. This network of
activists turned out to be supporters of the International Marxist
Group, a relatively new political grouping, largely centred on
Nottingham, London, Glasgow and Hull but with a growing national
profile. It was this group which was mainly responsible for
providing the VSC with a national platform beyond its postal
address in Toynbee Street, London. 24
Back on campus Soc Soc went on to organise a range of speakers
and events throughout ’68 and ‘69. One strand was linked to
campaigning against the apartheid state in South Africa, often
organised with some local Young Liberals (supporters of the London
based Peter Hain). Another involved support for the emerging civil
rights movement in Northern Ireland, and here a particularly
impressive meeting was held with Bernadette Devlin and Eamonn
McCann. It was so large that it needed to transfer at the last
moment into the Great Hall of the Trent Building in order to
accommodate the 750 plus attendees with many coming up from
town – Bernadette had just recently been elected MP for Mid Ulster
and was attracting a lot of attention. A third strand was linked to
the major struggles emerging in Eastern Europe, the most dramatic
being the events surrounding the Prague Spring in Czechoslovakia
and the subsequent crushing of hopes for reform through the Soviet
invasion. All of these were actively promoted through public
meetings and discussion groups.
24

For more details on this see Ernie Tate’s reliable memoir:
Tate, Ernest: Revolutionary Activism in the 1950s & 60s, Vol.2, Britain 1965 –
1970, Resistance Books, London, 2014.
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Domestic, student-centred politics at this time were largely
focused on two issues: visiting hours in student halls of residence –
where ‘guests’ were expected to leave rooms before 10:30 at night,
and a push for student representation on a number of key
university committees. Both were valid campaigns, which Soc Soc
supported and sometimes led, but they lacked the instant appeal
and significance of the international issues which were still very
much on my political agenda. The Nottingham student occupation
of the Trent building around the issues of ‘secret’ files and
clandestine industrial links, especially with companies supporting
South Africa, did not occur until the Spring term of 1970.
One of the important campaigns which bridged university and
town during ‘68 and ‘69 was the emergence of the Women's
Liberation Movement. A group of largely town-based women, loosely
linked to the IMG, were planning the launch of a new magazine
called Socialist Woman early in ’69.25 A number of planning and
preparatory meetings were held, often in a small family semi in Ella
Road, West Bridgford. A handful of individuals from the uni were
involved in this but these were very early days – the first Women’s
Liberation Conference (Oxford) was not to be held until 1970.
Another significant town-based issue was the Anti Colour Bar
Campaign which had been active from the early 1960’s but which
now attracted students to some of its meetings and direct actions –
one in particular was a picket of the South African Ambassador who
had been invited to speak at a meeting of the far-right Monday Club
to be held in the Albert Hotel near the bottom of Derby Road. A
heavy police presence led to skirmishes and several arrests were
made.
Opposition to the war in Vietnam was to be ongoing, largely
through a series of meetings and national demonstrations but
importantly, the “events” of ’68 as well as the campaigns described
above, continued to propel student political activity well into the
early 1970s when the rise of trade union militancy, the issues of
equal pay and the beginnings of a deep social crisis would take on a
new significance.
Another political era was about to emerge.
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See page 47. For digitised copies of Socialist Woman please see:
http://redmolerising.wordpress.com/socialist-woman
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Exhibition posters and primary source
snippets
The following excerpts from various
original sources were taken from a
number of local archives and various
private collections (as outlined in the
introduction). They are but a very few
examples of the numerous primary
sources available. Many can be
accessed online, please visit for
instance the Sparrows’ Nest Digital
Library and the RedMoleRising archive
to find numerous resources.
Pages 33-35:

Posters compiled by the
Sparrows’ Nest, displayed
at the exhibition of primary
sources, 3rd June 2018.

Page 36:

Cover of Black Dwarf,
Vol.13 #01, Jun 1968.

Pages 37-39:

Cuttings from the reporting of the Evening Post and News,
Nottingham, 6th and 23rd May 1968. Courtesy of and
reproduced with kind permission of Nottinghamshire Live.

Pages 40-41:

Leaflets by the Nottingham Campaign
Disarmament, undated, estimated 1966.

Page 42:

Poster by the Nottingham Vietnam Solidarity Campaign,
promoting a meeting with Tariq Ali and others, 1968.

Page 43:

Leaflet by the Nottingham Anti-Colour Bar Campaign
promoting a fundraising event, 1968.

Page 44:

Letter by the Nottingham Anti-Colour Bar Campaign
regarding an upcoming meeting, 1968.

Pages 45-46:

Leaflets by the National Joint Action Campaign for
Women’s Equal Rights – Nottingham Branch, undated,
estimated 1969.

Page 47:

Cover of Socialist Woman, Vol.01 #01, Nottingham, Feb
1969.
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Some further reading
Much ink has been spilled over the five last decades detailing the
events and discussing their legacy.
To expand on the various sources referred to in the articles, the
following aims to get you started by consulting several first-hand
accounts of events and/or reproductions of some of the wall art and
posters of the 1968 Revolts. Once more many perspectives and
struggles are not addressed or only briefly touched upon in these
publications.
Abidor, Mitchell: May Made Me: An Oral History of the 1968 Uprising
in France, AK Press, 2018.
Cohn-Bendit, Daniel; Gabriel: Obsolete Communism – The Left-Wing
Alternative, Andre Deutsch, 1968.
Fisera, Vladimir: Writing on the Wall: France, May 1968: A
documentary anthology, Allison & Busby, 1978.
Paris: May 1968, Solidarity Pamphlet, Vol.30, Bromley.
http://thesparrowsnest.org.uk/collections/public_archive/PAR0203.pdf

Rohan, Marc: Paris '68 :Graffiti, posters, newspapers & poems of the
event, Impact Books, 1988.
Rowbotham, Sheila: Promise of a Dream: Remembering the 1960s,
Verso, 2002.
Rowbotham, Sheila; Segal, Lynne; Wainwright, Hilary: Beyond the
Fragments Feminism and the Making of Socialism, Merlin
Press, 2013.
Tariq Ali: Street Fighting Years – An Autobiography of the Sixties,
Verso, 2018.
‘The Maydays in France’, Anarchy (First Series) No. 89, Vol.08 #89,
Freedom Press, Jul 1968.
http://thesparrowsnest.org.uk/collections/public_archive/6758.pdf

Viénet, René: Enragés and Situationists in the Occupation Movement,
France, May '68, Rebel Press, 1992.
‘1968’, The Raven No. 38, Vol:10 #02, Freedom Press, 1998.
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